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1 In this paper, we will see that the conservativeness of the minimal
diffusion process associated with the Bergman metric of a bounded domain
in C implies that the domain is a domain of holomorphy and will give a
necessary and sufficient condition for the diffusion process to be conserva-
tive.

Since Oka established that every pseudoconvex domain in C is a
domain of holomorphy, it has been one of central topics in complex analysis
to characterize domains of holomorphy by the geometric properties of the
domain. It was seen by Bremermann ([1]) that a bounded domain in C
is a domain of holomorphy if the Bergman metric of the domain is com-
plete. Diederich and Pflug ([2]) showed that a bounded domain D with a
complete K/ihler metric is a domain of holomorphy under the restriction
that Do-D (see also Grauert [3]). Since the geometric aspects of a K/ihler
manifold reflects on the behaviour of the minimal diffusion process corre-
sponding to the Kihler metric, we can expect to characterize domains of
holomorphy by suitable properties of the diffusion process. In fact, under
the same restriction as the one made by Diederich-Pflug, we will establish
that D is a domain of holomorphy whenever the K/ihler diffusion process
associated with the Bergman metric is conservative.

Let DcC be a bounded domain and H(D) be the set of square inte-
grable holomorphic functions on D. The Bergman kernel function K(z),
z e D, is defined by

g(z)--sup {If(z)12/llfll2" f e H2(D)\{0}),
where Ilfll=[ If(z)ldm(z), dm being the Lebesgue measure on D. It is

JD

well known that K(z)O and logK(z) is strictly plurisubharmonic. The
Bergman metric fl of D is by definition given by.__ inj=l (2 log K/Oz3)dzdj.

We denote by B(D)=(Zt, , P)zeD the minimal diffusion process generated
by zl/2, where 5 is the life time and zl is the Laplace-Beltrami operator
corresponding to the Bergman metric fl (for details, see [4], [8]). We have
obtained

Theorem 1. Let a bounded domain DcC satisfy that D=D. Then
D is a domain of holomorphy whenever B(D) is conservative, i.e., Pz(5= + oo)

1 for every z e D.
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To apply our criterion, it is important to know when the diffusion
process B(D) is conservative. Since the definition of the Bergman metric
is so abstract, it is very difficult, in general, to get any information on
curvatures although most stochastic geometrical criteria for conservative-
ness are given in terms of curvatures. However, noting that the Bergman
metric is given as a complex Hessian matrix of log K(z), we have the fol-
lowing necessary and sufficient condition for B(D) to be conservative.

Theorem 2. It holds that
P[{--- -t- oo}z] {limsupt : K(Zt)-- +oo}] 0 for every z e D,

where AzIB--(A\B)(B\A). In particular, B(D) is conservative if and
only if it is satisfied that

P[{<+}{limsuptK(Z)<+oo}]--O for every zeD.
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.

Corollary. B (D) is conservative provided that K(z) is exhaustive, i.e.,
for every sequence {z}cD with z-+ z* e D, limsup.K(z)--

In our knowledge, all criteria for completeness with respect to the
Bergman metric require the assumption that the Bergman kernel function
K(z) is exhaustive (for example, see [5], [6], [7]). Moreover, Kobayashi
([5]) conjectured that the completeness implies the exhaustion property of
K(z).

2. Sketch of proofs. Assume that D--D. Suppose that D is not a
domain of holomorphy. Let 12 be an envelope of holomorphy of D. Since
D-D, for each z* e D/2, there are open sets U and V such that z* e U
c /2 and V c U\D. Bremermann ([1]) has shownthat the Bergmanmetric
fl can be extended to a Kihler metric g on/2. Applying Stroock-Varadhan’s
support theorem ([9]) we can conclude that the Kihler diffusion process
(Y,, 7, Qv)ve on corresponding to the Khler metric g enjoys that for
each z e U D,

Q(Yt hits V in finite time before leaving U}0,
which means that B(D) is not conservative. Thus we have verified
Theorem 1.

To see Theorem 2, note that z/log K(z)=n, z e D. By It6’s formula
and a standard time change argument, we have, under P,
(2.1) log K(Zt)--log K(z)+ W(qt)+(nt/2),
where W(t)is an (R)-valued Brownian motion with W(0)-0,

q)t =.[o,=1 [/( log g/z)( log g/)](Z)ds

and (),z,z is the inverse matrix of (21ogK/3z3),_,_n. Then we
conclude

{5= +c, limsup log K(Z)< + o}{limt :W()=--o},
{5< +c, limsup log K(Z)= + o}{liminf logK(Z)= o},

taking advantage of (2.1) and the fact that limsuptW(t)=+o and
liminfW(t)=-c. Since inf{K(z)" z e D}>0, these implies that the
identity in Theorem 2 holds.
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3. Remarks. 1) Without the assumption that D=D, the assertion
of Theorem 1 does not hold, in general. For example, let D* be a bounded
domain in C such that B(D*) is conservative and A be an analytic set of
D* with dimAn-2. Then, by Riemann’s extension theorem, D=D*\A
is not a domain of holomorphy. However, B(D) is still conservative be-
cause B(D)is the restriction of B(D*) to D and B(D*) never hits analytic
sets of dimensionn-1.
2) The argument used in the proof of Theorem 2, if slightly modified, still
works in the case that M is a complex manifold possessing a Bergman
metric (for the definition, see [5]). Thus the assertion in Theorem 2 with

fAf/K’ for K is true in such a case, where f is a non-zero square integrable
holomorphic (n, 0)-form on M, K’ is the kernel form of M (see [5]) and

fAf/K’ is a unique g e C(M) such that fAf=gK’.
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